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August 5, 2016

Councilmember Jose Huizar, Chair
Councilmember Marqueece Harris-Dawson
Councilmember Gilbert A. Cedillo
Councilmember Mitchell Englander
Councilmember Felipe Fuentes
Planning and Land Use Management Committee
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: City Planning Case Nos: CPC-2013-2812-GPA-ZC-HD-CU-SPR-1A and
ENV-2013-2813-EIR

Project Address: 5901 Sunset Boulevard and 1515 North Bronson Avenue

On April 14, 2016, the City Planning Commission certified the EIR and approved CPC-2013-2812- 
GPA-ZC-HD-CU-SPR, fora mixed-use development including 274,000 square feet of office space 
and 26,000 square feet of retail space.

Appeals of City Planning Commission’s actions and recommendations of CPC-2015-2593-GPA- 
ZC-HD-SPR were filed on May 13, 2016. Appeals were filed by: (1) Jason Vogel and Bronson 
Avenue Properties, LLC and, (2) Beverly Grossman Palmer.

APPEAL ANALYSIS
The statements of the Appellants have been summarized below:

Appellant No. 1: Jason Vogel and Bronson Avenue Properties, LLC

A. City is violating City Charter Section 555 and LAMC Section 11.5.6 by processing a 
single project in a violation of the plain language, intent, and legislative history.

Section 11.5.6 of the General Plan clearly states that “Pursuant to Charter Section 555, the City’s 
comprehensive General Plan may be adopted, and amended from time to time, either as a whole, 
by complete subject elements, by geographic areas or by portions of elements or areas, provided 
that any area or portion of an area has significant social, economic or physical identity.” The 
determination of the City Planning Commission, found that, based on the evidence, the 
amendment to the subject property was necessary to correct an inconsistency between the 
underlying zoning and land use designation of the Project Site. The project site is dual-zoned P
1 and C4-1-SN with a Highway Oriented Commercial. However, the C4 Zone is not consistent 
with the Highway Oriented Commercial land use designation, which is identified in the Hollywood
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Community Plan as having corresponding zones of C1, C2, P, RAS3, and RAS4. In addition to 
correcting an inconsistency in the land use designation, the City Planning Commission found that 
the General Plan Amendment was appropriate considering the pattern of development and 
consistency with abutting properties that are similarly zoned and designated for Regional Center 
Commercial. There is no language either in Charter Section 555 or LAMC Section 11.5.6, which 
explicitly precludes the City from processing, considering, and adopting an amendment of 
individual properties.

B. The City is violating the City’s implementation of AB 283 and the settlement agreement 
in Federation of Hillside and Canyon Associations v. City of Los Angeles (B615626) That 
mandated the City make its zoning consistent with its general plan to avoid 
environmental harm from over dense development in the Hollywood Community Plan 
area.

AB 283 was a state law that directed charter cities with more than 2.5 million in population, 
including the City of Los Angeles, to bring the City’s zoning and general plan into consistency. In 
Federation of Hillside and Canyon Associations v. City of Los Angeles, the court entered a 
judgment reflecting a settlement agreement, which required the City to undertake it 
zoning/planning consistency program by no later than February 1,1988. Notwithstanding that the 
City has since completed this effort, the court nevertheless acknowledged that the City may, at 
its discretion, process plan amendments “in order to achieve consistency between zoning and the 
plans.” Contrary to the appellant’s claims, the City is NOT violating the settlement agreement, 
which has no present relevance since the terms of the agreement have since been satisfied.

C. The project is inconsistent with the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan because it is located 
adjacent to the Hollywood Freeway not near the high capacity transit that might justify a 
higher density project and has improper parking.

The project is inconsistent with the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan because the land 
use densities and height limits of the plan cannot be changed without a variance 
undisclosed in the EIR.

The General Plan amendment to change the land use designation of the entire project site from 
Highway Oriented Commercial to Regional Center Commercial in the Hollywood Redevelopment 
Plan would allow for a development up to an FAR of 4.5:1. The project proposes an FAR at or 
below 4.5:1, and would thus be consistent with the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan.

Moreover, the CRA/LA, a Designated Local Authority and the successor agency to the CRA, 
approved Resolution No. 16 (June 21, 2012), affecting the City Center, Central Industrial, 
Hollywood, Pacific Corridor, and Wilshire Center/Koreatown Redevelopment Project Areas, and 
which resolved that:

“For the purposes of determining whether land uses proposed in development 
applications for any property located in the Project Areas are permitted uses, it is 
hereby determined that any land uses permitted for such property by the applicable 
provisions of the City of Los Angeles General Plan, Community Plan and Zoning 
Ordinance, all as they now exist or are hereafter amended or supplanted from time 
to time, shall be permitted land uses for all purposes under the applicable 
Redevelopment Plan.

The land use designation for any property in a Project Area set forth in the 
Redevelopment Plan Map and the land use regulations for such property set forth 
in the Redevelopment Plan for the applicable Project Area shall defer to and be 
superseded by the applicable City of Los Angeles General Plan, Community Plan 
and Zoning Ordinance land use designations and regulations for such property, all 
as they now exist or are hereafter amended or supplanted from time to time.”



The project site is located within the boundaries of the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan area, 
where the land use regulations, pursuant to the aforementioned Resolution No. 16, are 
superseded and bound by, the land use designations and regulations of the 1988 Hollywood 
Community Plan. As such, consistency with the Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives must 
be examined together with the land use policies of the Hollywood Community Plan. To that end, 
the Hollywood Community Plan permits development intensity with an FAR of 4.5:1 in the 
Regional Center Commercial area with a maximum 6:1 FAR (Footnote No. 9) with City Planning 
Commission approval. In this instance, however, the project is seeking a total allowable FAR of 
up to 4.5:1, which is consistent with the provisions of the Redevelopment Plan for Regional Center 
Commercial areas.

Insofar as Resolution No. 16 clarifies that “future CRA/LA review of development projects shall 
not require discretionary land use approvals within these project areas,” the Governing Board of 
the CRA/LA further resolved that:

“For the purposes of determining whether land uses proposed in development 
applications for any property located in the Project Areas are permitted uses, it is 
hereby determined that any land uses permitted for such property by the applicable 
provisions of the City of Los Angeles General Plan, Community Plan and Zoning 
Ordinance, all as they now exist or are hereafter amended or supplanted from time 
to time, shall be permitted land uses for all purposes under the applicable 
Redevelopment Plan.”

In addition, the City Planning Commission, acting on the discretionary actions in this case, serves 
as the implementing authority of the Hollywood Community Plan and in determining conformity 
with the Redevelopment Plan as it does with all applicable specific plans, policies and zoning 
provisions.

The appellants claim regarding improper parking is not supported by the facts. The project is 
providing 830 total parking spaces, which meets and exceeds the minimum of 652 spaces 
otherwise required by code. The additional parking spaces were accommodated in response to 
community concerns regarding commercial parking intrusion and to supplement replacement 
parking associated with the existing surface parking lot utilized by the developer for Sunset 
Studios, located across Sunset Boulevard to the south.

Contrary to the appellant’s claims, the project is located near high capacity transit options, 
including the Metro Red Line Hollywood/Vine station and Hollywood/Western stations, which are 
both approximately 0.5 mile from the project site and which had an annual ridership of 46,003,793 
in 2015. The project site is also served by regional and local Metro bus lines 2/302,180/181, and 
217, which had an annual ridership of 11,632,643 collectively in 2015. The project is also served 
by the LA DOT DASH Hollywood and Hollywood/Wilshire lines, which provide additional transit 
service along adjacent and nearby arterlals.

D. The City’s EIR is fatally deficient because:

i. it fails to disclose the history of AB 283 or how it could satisfy the city charter 
requirement for a general plan amendment

CEQA Guidelines section 15125 does not require that an EIR disclose the legislative history of 
state law, it instead requires that the project describe: 1) the location of the project, 2) a statement 
of objectives, 3) a general description of the project’s technical, economic, and environmental 
characteristics, and 4) a statement briefly describing the intended uses of the EIR. An analysis of 
the history of AB 283 would not be appropriate. As previously mentioned, the direction under AB 
283 is to require that cities bring their zoning and general plan into consistency. The general plan 
amendment for this project was undertaken in compliance with Charter Section 555 in an effort to 
correct an inconsistency between the property’s land use designation and zoning.
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ii. the Aesthetic/Shade Impacts of the project are extreme and cannot be approved 
with findings of overriding consideration because the project is not otherwise 
permissible under applicable laws and regulations

Staff Response:

The EIR undertook a highly conservative analysis of the Project’s potential shading impacts on 
pages IV.A-49 through IV.A-69 in Section IV.A, Aesthetics, Views, Light/Glare, and Shading, of 
the Draft EIR, and disclosed a significant impact according to the L.A CEQA Thresholds Guide 
standards. The analysis conservatively assumed that virtually any outdoor space (within the 
shading footprints) was a routinely useable outdoor space sensitive to shade. Many of the existing 
areas identified within the shading footprints are currently paved areas, driveways, or parking 
areas that would not typically be shade-sensitive or routinely used for outdoor activities. It is also 
noted that the existing conditions in the vicinity already shade the locations most impacted by the 
Project. For example, the property immediately north is shrouded in tall trees and a canopy that 
already creates shade on most of the structures on that property. In addition, other nearby 
buildings already cast shadows in areas that would also be shaded by the Project.

Furthermore, with passage of SB 743, signed into California law on in September 2013, Section 
21099 (d)(1) of the California Public Resources Code (PRC) states that a project’s aesthetic 
(including shade/shadow) and parking impacts shall not be considered a significant impact on the 
environment if 1) The project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project, 
and 2) The project is located on an infill site within a transit priority area. The 5901 Sunset project 
meets all of the criteria, being an infill project located within a Transit Priority Area and an 
employment center project.

As such, the City acted in an abundance of caution by analyzing and considering the 
shade/shadow impact from the 5901 Sunset project significant. A statement of overriding 
consideration was adopted by the City Planning Commission, which provided a comprehensive 
list of the numerous economic, social, aesthetic, and environmental benefits that outweigh the 
noted adverse and significant environmental impacts of the project.

Moreover, the City has full authority to consider general plan amendments, either in whole, or in 
part, as provided in both Charter Section 555 and LAMC Section 11.5.6

iii. the Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas impacts have not been appropriately 
analyzed and cannot be approved with findings of overriding consideration 
because the project is not otherwise permissible under applicable laws and 
regulations

Staff Response:

The City adequately and appropriately analyzed the Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas impacts of 
the project. As stated above, the Public Resource Code section 21002.1 provides the process by 
which projects may be approved in spite of significant effects on the environment. The Appellant 
fails to provide evidence to substantiate his claims that the Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas 
impact analyses were inappropriate. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District received and reviewed the Draft EIR including the Air Quality and 
Greenhouse Gases technical analyses, and submitted no comments to the City regarding the 
project’s analysis of impacts or the methodology undertaken to reach its conclusions in the EIR.

Moreover, the City has full authority to consider general plan amendments, either in whole, or in 
part, as provided in both Charter Section 555 and LAMC Section 11.5.6

iv. the land use section fails to disclose or analyze the density restrictions placed 
upon the parcels in compliance with AB 283 and the settlement agreement in 
Federation of Hillside and Canyon Associations v. City of Los Angeles.
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AB 283 does not place density restrictions upon parcels. It requires the City of Los Angeles to 
make its zoning ordinance consistent with the General Plan. The proposed General Plan 
Amendment will correct an existing inconsistency between the General Plan and current zoning. 
The project site is currently zoned C4, which is not an allowed zone in the existing Highway 
Oriented Commercial land use designation, but is allowed in Regional Center Commercial. Thus, 
the General Plan Amendment to change the land use designation to Regional Center Commercial 
will make the zoning and General Plan designation consistent, complying with AB 283.

v. it fails to disclose that the project’s request for a general plan amendment 
violates the city laws because an asphalt parking lot does not constitute an area 
with significant social, economic, or physical identity.”

Staff Response:

The City Planning Commission acted well within the parameters of City Charter Section 555 and 
LAMC Section 11.5.6-B, and as such there is no violation of City law to be disclosed in the Land 
Use chapter of the Environmental Impact Report.

Notwithstanding the correction to the inconsistent land use designation and zoning, in adopting a 
Plan Amendment to the Regional Center Commercial plan designation the City found that the 
subject property has significant economic and physical identity when viewed with development in 
the immediate area. This portion of Sunset Boulevard from Gower Street to Van Ness Avenue 
has contained two major motion picture and television studios for over 80 years. Sunset and 
Gower Studios is the former location for Columbia Studios and the Sunset Bronson Studios was 
once owned by Warner Brothers Studio, which is the site of the production of the “Jazz Singer” 
produced in 1928, the Motion Picture Industry’s first motion picture with its own soundtrack.

The subject area has also seen two Plan Amendments to Regional Center Commercial to reflect 
its significant economic and physical identity, which resulted in the development of the West Coast 
campus of Emerson College’s School of Film and Entertainment Arts and the high-rise 
Sunset/Gordon residential project. Two new high-rise office buildings in the immediate vicinity are 
100% occupied by Technicolor Corporation at Sunset and Gower and the building currently under 
construction at Sunset and Bronson was recently leased by NetFlix as their Southern California 
regional headquarters and film and production center. The subject parking lot is owned by Hudson 
Pacific Corporation which owns Sunset Bronson Studios and is used for auxiliary parking for 
audience participation, programming and production.

Thus, the City concludes that approval of the Plan Amendment to Regional Center Commercial 
is an extension of this significant and important economic activity in the area. It will allow an 
underutilized parking lot to be used for another needed office building in an area where new 
structures are immediately occupied by expanding film production and media streaming services 
that are the Motion Picture and Entertainment Industries leading new growth entities. The Plan 
Amendment will also conform to the new physical identity of the area which has seen the 
introduction of new mid and high-rise buildings and buildings that are currently under construction 
at Sunset/Bronson Studios, Emerson College, Sunset/Gower Studios, Sunset and Gordon and 
Columbia Square, all of which are located within a mile long stretch along Sunset Boulevard 
between Vine Street and the Hollywood Freeway.
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v. the land use section relies upon faulty thresholds of significance for which the city 
has no proper basis to depart from the CEQA checklist questions.

Staff Response:

The appellant makes fraudulent characterizations regarding the City’s thresholds. The thresholds 
of significance utilized throughout the EIR, including the Land Use chapter, for the 5901 Sunset
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project, are the officially and legally adopted thresholds of the City of Los Angeles, assist the City 
in making determinations of significance, and are used consistently on all project EIRs.

vi. the land use section engages in intellectually dishonest complication of generic 
land use plan goals while evading frank disclosure of how the project violates 
City laws and density requirements.

Staff Response:

State CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(d) requires that a draft EIR discuss any inconsistencies 
with applicable plans. A project is considered consistent with the provisions and general policies 
of an applicable City or regional land use plan if it is consistent with the overall intent of the plan 
and would not preclude the attainment of its primary goals. One of the factors that may determine 
a potentially significant land use consistency impact per the adopted City CEQA Thresholds is 
whether the proposal is inconsistent with the General Plan or adopted environmental goals or 
policies contained in other applicable plans. As such, the project would be considered to have a 
significant land use consistency impact if it was found to be in substantial conflict with either the 
adopted Community Plan or the Redevelopment Plan, or with the whole of relevant environmental 
policies in other applicable plans.

To perform this analysis, a review of the relevant goals, policies and objectives from the General 
Plan Framework, Flollywood Community Plan, Flollywood Redevelopment Plan, LAMC, and 
Hollywood Signage District are included in the Land Use chapter of the EIR. Not every goal, 
objective, and policy within these plans is relevant to the project, however, so only the ones that 
relate to the proposed project are included. Goals related to residential projects, for instance, are 
not included because the project proposed is a mixed use commercial project without any 
residential uses.

The City adequately analyzed the Land Use impacts, providing a comprehensive analysis of the 
project’s consistency will all relevant plan policies, objectives, and goals.

Moreover, the City has full authority to consider general plan amendments, either in whole, or in 
part, as provided in both Charter Section 555 and LAMC Section 11.5.6

vii. the land use section fails to identify all other related projects that obtained 
improper density utilizing unlawful general plan amendments and whether the 
project’s density increase would be cumulatively significant.

Staff Response:

As indicated in Section III, Environmental Setting, of the Draft EIR, there are 71 related projects 
in the vicinity of the Project Site. The related projects generally consist of infill development and 
redevelopment of existing uses, including mixed-use, office, residential, commercial, institution, 
recreation, museum, and motion picture uses. As with the Project, the related projects were or 
would be required to comply with relevant land use policies and regulations. Therefore, the Project 
and the related projects would not have cumulatively significant land use impacts, and because 
the Project would generally be consistent with applicable land use and zoning plans and 
standards, the Project would not incrementally contribute to cumulative inconsistencies with 
respect to land use and zoning plans and standards. The City has appropriate authority to 
undertake general plan amendments in compliance with Charter Section 555 and 11.5.6 and the 
process for any project within the related projects list that sought a general plan amendment is 
well within the City’s authority to consider.

viii. the land use section fails to identify all other related projects that had AB 283- 
environmentally-based density, FAR, and height limitations where the City 
Council improperly changed the zoning without complying with AB 283.

Staff Response:



As mentioned above, there are 71 related projects identified in the EIR in the vicinity of the Project 
Site. The related projects generally consist of infill development and redevelopment of existing 
uses, including mixed-use, office, residential, commercial, institution, recreation, museum, and 
motion picture uses. The related projects are listed in Table 111-1, which includes the relevant 
proposed density and intensity of uses for each of the 71 related projects. Because the City is 
well within its right to amend the community plan pursuant to Charter Section 555 and LAMC 
Section 11.5.6, the land use section need not discuss improper procedures where they do not 
exist.

ix. the traffic, noise, and air quality analyses fail to properly disclose and mitigate 
significant traffic impacts and that additional feasible traffic mitigation is possible.

Staff Response:

The City adequately analyzed potential traffic impacts, considered all feasible mitigation, and 
conditioned the mitigation measures which were determined to be most appropriate in mitigating 
impacts. As detailed in the EIR, the required traffic study was approved by the City’s Department 
of Transportation which concurred with the findings of the traffic study. Moreover, the adequacy 
of the traffic analysis was further confirmed by a peer review of traffic study conducted by an 
independent firm, Kimly-Horn and Associates, Inc., who was hired by the Oaks Homeowner 
Association.

The City adequately analyzed Noise and Air Quality impacts related to the project in the EIR and 
imposed all the feasible mitigation measures. The Appellant suggests that other, additional noise 
and air quality mitigation is feasible, but does not state what those mitigation measures might be. 
Furthermore, the South Coast Air Quality Management District received the Draft EIR and 
submitted no comments regarding the Air Quality analysis and did not dispute the findings or 
methodology undertaken in the EIR to determine impacts.

The fact that the Applicant fails to disclose what mitigation should have been considered only 
indicates that he was not able to identify any.

x. the EIR failed to analyze a reasonable range of project alternatives, including but 
not limited to a general plan and code compliant alternative.

Staff Response:

A Draft EIR must describe a reasonable range of alternatives to the project or project location that 
could feasibly attain most of the basic project objectives and would avoid or substantially lessen 
any of the significant environmental impacts of the proposed project. Additionally, the no-project 
alternative must also be analyzed in a draft EIR. However, there is no CEQA rule governing the 
nature or scope of the alternatives to be discussed other than the “rule of reason.” The discussion 
of alternatives must be limited to ones that meet most of the project objectives, are ostensibly 
feasible, and would avoid or substantially lessen at least one of the significant environmental 
effects of the project. A total of five alternatives were analyzed in the EIR, each of which was 
considered to address previously identified impacts resulting from the project. CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15126.6(a) states that “an EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a 
project,” but consider a reasonable range that will “foster informed decision-making and public 
participation. There is no requirement that alternatives include a general plan and code compliant 
project. Moreover, the appellant has provided no evidence as to what impacts would be reduced 
with a general plan and code compliant alternative.

xi. No statement of overriding consideration can be adopted because the project is 
not otherwise permissible under applicable laws and regulations.

Staff Response:
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Section 11.5.6 of the General Plan clearly states that “Pursuant to Charter Section 555, the City’s 
comprehensive General Plan may be adopted, and amended from time to time, either as a whole, 
by complete subject elements, by geographic areas or by portions of elements or areas, provided 
that any area or portion of an area has significant social, economic or physical identity.” As such, 
the City Planning Commission’s adoption of the Statement of Overriding Considerations was 
appropriate.

E. The project as conceived and proposed is a massive violation of the planning process 
mandated by the City’s Charter and State law.

This is a generic statement representing the opinion of the Appellant and is not otherwise 
supported by an evidence.

Appellant No. 2: Beverly Grossman Palmer

A. The appellant states that the findings for the Site Plan Review and Conditional Use are 
not valid and was an abuse of the Commission’s discretion.
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Staff Response:

In recommending approval of the Site Plan Review and Conditional Use, all code required 
findings were made, including:

Conditional Use Findings
a. The project will enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood or will 

perform a function or provide a service that is essential or beneficial to the community, 
city, or region. The project’s location, size, height, operations and other significant 
features will be compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade 
adjacent properties, the surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare, and 
safety.

b. The project substantially conforms with the purpose, intent and provisions of the 
General Plan, the applicable community plan, and any applicable specific plan.

c. Pursuant to L.A.M.C. Section 12.24 U, and based on these Findings, the 
recommended action provides for an arrangement of uses, buildings, structures, open 
spaces and other improvements that are compatible with the scale and character of 
the adjacent properties and surrounding neighborhood.

d. The Major Development Project complies with the height and area regulations of the 
zone in which it is located.

e. The Major Development Project is consistent with the City Planning Commission’s 
design guidelines for Major Development Projects, if any.

2. Site Plan Review Findings
a. Pursuant to L.A.M.C. Section 16.05, and based on these Findings, the recommended 

action is deemed in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions 
of the General Plan, applicable community plan, and any applicable specific plan.

b. That the project consists of an arrangement of buildings and structures (including 
height, bulk and setbacks), off-street parking facilities, loading areas, lighting, 
landscaping, trash collection, and other such pertinent improvements, that is or will be



compatible with existing and future development on adjacent properties and 
neighboring properties.

c. That any residential project provide recreational and service amenities to improve 
habitability for its residents and minimize impacts on neighboring properties.

The surrounding area is highly urbanized and includes a mixture of low- to high-rise buildings, 
occupied primarily by commercial uses and single- and multi-family residential developments. The 
existing underutilized parking lot will be improved with the construction of a modern mixed-use 
development to include office and commercial space. This urban infill project will provide modern 
office space and space for a community serving retail establishment to meet the needs of the 
growing residential population by providing jobs and retail options to the area.

The office space will not only preserve the core of the Media District, but also attract new office 
tenants and complement the surrounding media uses on Sunset Boulevard, including: Sunset 
Bronson Studios, Siren Studios, and East West Studios. The ground floor retail use and 
pedestrian friendly design elements including widened sidewalks, landscaping, and outdoor 
seating will attract pedestrian traffic thereby improving the walkability and pedestrian-oriented 
scale and character of the neighborhood. The building’s mass will be tiered, concentrated towards 
Sunset Boulevard, and will be set back from the low rise residential uses adjacent to the north of 
the project site.

With adoption of the General Plan Amendment to change the land use designation of the Project 
site to Regional Center Commercial, the project would be consistent with the applicable objectives 
and policies set forth in the Hollywood Community Plan as well as the Hollywood Redevelopment 
Plan, which limited Regional Center Commercial areas in the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan 
area to an FAR of 4.5:1. The project would not exceed this permitted FAR. Overall, the project 
supports the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan objective of “focus[ing] development within the 
Regional Center Commercial designation ... in order to provide for economic development and 
guidance in the orderly development of a high quality commercial, recreational and residential 
urban environment with an emphasis on entertainment-oriented uses.”

The site is located in an area that does not have formally adopted design guidelines for Major 
Development Projects. However, the Applicant has made thoughtful design considerations that 
are consistent with the City’s Urban Design Principles, Walkability Checklist, Citywide Design 
Guidelines for Commercial Buildings and the Hollywood Community Plan. Primary entrances to 
both the office and retail uses located on Sunset Boulevard, with a secondary retail entrance 
located on Bronson Avenue, all of which are directly accessible from the public sidewalk. Fagade 
treatments, decorative paving and landscaping, and increased sidewalk widths distinguish 
primary entrances visually from the street and sidewalk. The office uses will be located within nine 
stories above the five above-grade parking levels and ground floor retail. The seventh through 
tenth stories would also be set back from the northern portion of the building to provide space for 
landscaped courtyards. The varied height, as well as the stepped back office levels will create 
horizontal and vertical articulation, provide visual interest, and reduce the building scale overall. 
Although pursuant to LAMC Section 12.16-C, front, side or rear yard setbacks are not required 
for commercial buildings in the C4 zone, the project nonetheless provides a minimal set back at 
the main office lobby entrance, a nine foot setback from the property line along Bronson Avenue 
to allow for a parkway and sidewalk, and an approximately 14 feet six inch setback from the 
northern (rear) property line adjacent to the low-rise residential property. Although not required 
per Code, the project will provide approximately 18,462 square feet of open space in the form of 
courtyards and other outdoor areas. Landscaping will be provided pursuant to the provisions of 
LAMC Section 12.40, including approximately 10,050 square feet of planting area and 
approximately 18,462 square feet of hardscape. The project includes landscaped courtyards on 
the tiered office levels that will be accessible to tenants.

B. The appellant objects to the conditions of approval because they do not require full
mitigation of environmental impacts of the project. The appellant also states that the
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conditions of approval do not provide for sufficient limitations on the project’s bulk and 
height and a minimal 14'-6” setback from the residences to the north.

Staff Response:

The EIR for the Project was prepared in compliance with CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines, and the 
City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide. The impact analyses for the issue areas 
analyzed in the EIR are comprehensive and are based on technical analyses from experts in the 
relevant fields, input from numerous other agencies, and input received in response to the Notice 
of Preparation of the Draft EIR. For each of the issue areas where significant impacts were 
identified, mitigation measures were included to reduce such impacts where feasible.

All mitigation measures from the EIR were included as (Q) Qualified Conditions of Approval in the 
Staff Recommendation Report. Additional conditions were also included specifically to limit the 
project’s bulk, height and setbacks, specifically the following (Q) entitlement conditions:

1. Site Development. Except as modified herein, the project shall be in substantial 
conformance with the plans and materials stamped “Exhibit A” and dated March 16, 2016, 
and attached to the subject case file. No change to the plans will be made without prior 
review by the Department of City Planning, and written approval by the Director of 
Planning, with each change being identified and justified in writing. Minor deviations may 
be allowed in order to comply with provisions of the Municipal Code, the subject conditions, 
and the intent of the subject permit authorization.

a. Height. The height of the project shall not exceed 230 feet above grade level, not 
including rooftop structures, as set forth on the attached height exhibit labeled as Exhibit 
“A” stamped and dated March 16, 2016, pursuant to Section 12.21.1 of the Municipal 
Code.

b. Floor Area. The total floor area of commercial office use shall not exceed 274,000 square 
feet and the total floor area of retail use shall not exceed 26,000 square feet.

c. Setbacks. The setbacks for the proposed office building shall be in conformance with 
Section 12.16-A of the LAMC, and shall be in substantial conformance with the site plan 
labeled as Exhibit “A” stamped and dated March 16, 2016, including an approximately 14 
foot 6 inch setback along the northern property boundary.

C. The appellant states that the CPC did not make specific findings related to this 
entitlement, therefore the project should not be approved.

Staff Response:

Los Angeles Charter Section 555(a) states, “The General Plan may be amended in its entirety, 
by subject elements or parts of subject elements, or by geographic areas, provided that the part 
or area involved has significant social, economic or physical identity.” While LAMC Section 11.5.6 
states, “Pursuant to Charter Section 555, the City’s comprehensive General Plan may be adopted, 
and amended from time to time, either as a whole, by complete subject elements, by geographic 
areas or by portions of elements or areas, provided that any area or portion of an area has 
significant social, economic or physical identity.” In addition, the City Charter Section 555 and 
LAMC Section 11.5.6 B authorizes the Director of Planning, City Planning Commission, and the 
City Council to initiate the process for the City to amend its General Plan.

The Charter and the LAMC do not prohibit a member of the public from requesting that the City 
consider General Plan Amendment requests, even for single projects. Any person from the public 
may submit an initiation for an amendment to the Department of City Planning. In turn, City 
Planning arranges an internal working meeting to review the General Plan Amendment that will
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determine whether to have the Director or his designee initiate the process to amend the General 
Plan or reject the request. The applicant submitted a signed request on February 19, 2015 for the 
Initiation Request for An Amendment to the City’s General Plan & Zoning and the Director of 
Planning accepted and signed the request on March 10, 2015.

Furthermore, Finding 3 of the Department of City Planning’s Letter of Determination, dated April 
29,2016, ‘Charter Findings - City Charter Sections 555,556 and 558 (General Plan Amendment)’ 
states that the:

The General Plan Amendment before the City Planning Commission represents an 
Amendment in Part of the Hollywood Community Plan, representing a change to the 
physical identity of project site, which is currently designated as Highway Oriented 
Commercial and zoned P-1 and C4-1-SN. However, the C4 Zone is not a corresponding 
zone to the Highway Oriented Commercial land use designation and the General Plan 
Amendment is necessary to provide consistency and conformity to the land use and 
zoning provisions of the Hollywood Community Plan. The Plan Amendment to Regional 
Center Commercial is consistent with the abutting Regional Center Commercial land use 
designation abutting the project site immediately to the west, and the instant request 
provides the City an opportunity to correct an inconsistency while simultaneously 
developing an underutilized site in a manner consistent with the goals and objectives of 
the General Plan Framework for Regional Centers.

In adopting a Plan Amendment to the Regional Center Commercial plan designation the 
City finds that the subject property has significant economic and physical identity when 
viewed with development in the immediate area. This portion of Sunset Boulevard from 
Gower Street to Van Ness Avenue has contained two major motion picture and television 
studios for over 80 years. Sunset and Gower Studios is the former location for Columbia 
Studios and the Sunset Bronson Studios was once owned by Warner Brothers Studio, 
which is the site of the production of the “Jazz Singer” produced in 1928, the Motion Picture 
Industry's first motion picture with its own soundtrack.

The area is planned for Light Industrial uses at the studios, which because of the large 
size of the lots, have recently developed the first major office buildings to be built in the 
Hollywood area over the last 80 years.

The subject area has also seen two Plan Amendments to Regional Center Commercial to 
accommodate the West Coast campus of Emerson College’s School of Film and 
Entertainment Arts and the high-rise Sunset/Gordon residential project. The two new high- 
rise office buildings in the immediate vicinity are 100% occupied by Technicolor 
Corporation at Sunset and Gower and the building currently under construction at Sunset 
and Bronson was recently leased by NetFlix as their Southern California regional 
headquarters and film and production center. The subject parking lot is owned by Hudson 
Pacific Corporation which owns Sunset Bronson Studios and is used by them for auxiliary 
parking for audience participation, programming and production.

Thus, the City concludes that approval of the Plan Amendment to Regional Center 
Commercial is an extension of this significant and important economic activity in the area. 
It will allow and underutilized parking lot to be used for another needed office building in 
an area where new structures are immediately occupied by expanding film production and 
media streaming services that are the Motion Picture and Entertainment Industries leading 
new growth entities. The Plan Amendment will also conform to the new physical identity 
of the area which has seen the introduction of new mid and high-rise buildings and 
buildings that are currently under construction at Sunset/Bronson Studios, Emerson 
College, Sunset/Gower Studios, Sunset and Gordon and Columbia Square, all of which 
are located within a mile long stretch along Sunset Boulevard between Vine Street and 
the Hollywood Freeway.
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Therefore, as stated in the Letter of Determination, the General Plan Amendment was approved 
because the site has its own physical and economic identity that warrants an Amendment to the 
General Plan. Therefore, the Department of City Planning and City Planning Commission acted 
well within the parameters of City Charter Section 555 and LAMC Section 11,5.6-B.

Conclusion
Being as the appellants have failed to adequately disclose how the City erred in its actions relative 
to the EIR and the associated entitlements, Planning staff respectfully recommends that the 
appeal, CPC-2013-2812-GPA-ZCV-HD-CU-SPR-1 A, be denied.

Sincerely,

Luciralia Ibarra 
Senior City Planner
Major Projects, Department of City Planning


